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Silver Lake drainage project underway
Expected to conclude by July 4
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Residents around Silver Lake will soon see relief from storm flooding as the A Street drainage
improvement project is now underway.

The project, which is being completed by P&A Construction for $1.2 million, will allow the borough to lower
the height of the lake prior to a storm event, without using pumps, which is the borough’s current method of
lowering the lake.

Currently, there is an outfall system that runs from Silver Lake under Ocean Avenue and out to the ocean.

However, this system has problems as the pipe is old and undersized and since it goes into the ocean, sand
comes into the pipe and clogs it.

The current pipe is several sizes, with the smallest section 18 inches.

To remedy that, the borough has devised a plan to install a new, 48-inch storm drain
pipe from Silver Lake, down A Street, into the Shark River Inlet that will use gravity to
run the water to the inlet.

The pipe will be 12 feet deep in the ground.

In addition to adding the 48-inch pipe, a new drainage system will be installed,
Americans with Disabilities Act [ADA] compliant ramps will be installed at each corner
of each intersection and the street will be paved. All work will be done on A Street
from Silver Lake to the Shark River Inlet.

In order to do this project, two water mains needed to be relocated. One of the mains the borough did not
know about and the other was 2 feet from where it was located on the map of the infrastructure the town has,
Ms. Connolly said.

Now that the mains have been relocated, the A Street drainage improvement project has begun. It began one
week ago, on May 1, she said.

During construction, A Street will be closed on a rolling basis.

A Street will be closed in two-block increments, beginning near the inlet and ending at Silver Lake. The work
should be done in approximately three weeks at each increment.

Work is expected to conclude by July 4.
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